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Predictive Mutation Testing (PMT) is a technique to pre-
dict whether amutant will be killed by usingmachine learn-
ing approaches. Researchers have proposed various ma-
chine learning methods for PMT under the cross-project
setting. However, they did not consider the impact of uncov-
ered mutants. A mutant is uncovered if the statement on
which the mutant is generated is not executed by any test
cases. We show that uncovered mutants inflate previous
PMT results. Moreover, we aim at proposing an alterna-
tive approach to improve PMT and suggesting a different
interpretation for cross-project PMT.We replicated the pre-
vious PMT research. We also proposed an approach based
on the combination of Random Forest andGradient Boost-
ing to improve the PMT results. We empirically evaluated
our approach on the same 654 Java projects provided by
the previous PMT literature. Our results indicate that the
performance of PMT drastically decreases in terms of AUC
from 0.83 to 0.51. Furthermore, PMT performsworse than
random guesses on 27% of the test projects. The proposed
approach improves the PMT results by achieving the aver-
age AUC value of 0.61.
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21 | INTRODUCTION
Mutation testing is an approach, which generates several faulty versions of a program bymeans of applying syntactic
changes to source code [1, 2, 3]. Each faulty version of the program is called amutant. Mutation testing is generally used
to assess the effectiveness of the test suite [4, 5, 6]. Every test case is executed against eachmutant. Amutant is said to
be killed if there is at least one test case that fails. A mutant is considered as the survivedmutant if all the test cases pass.
The ratio of the number of killedmutants to the total number of non-equivalent mutants is themutation score of the
test suite [7].
Despite the benefits of mutation testing, it has one major problem [8, 9] — a plethora of generated mutants.
Therefore, mutation testing is computationally expensive. Researchers have proposed various techniques to reduce the
cost ofmutation testing suchas decreasing thenumberof executed test cases [10, 11, 12], limiting the creationof specific
mutants [13, 14, 15, 16], selecting certain types of mutants [17, 18], and predictingmutant execution results [19, 20].
Predicting mutant execution results is a method to predict whether a mutant will be killed by means of using
machine learning techniques. Zhang et al. [19] introduced a new dimension of mutation testing. They proposed an
approach named PredictiveMutation Testing (PMT), which predicts mutant execution results by using software metrics
as input to themachine learning techniques. Mao et al. [20] extended Zhang et al.’s work by adding a number of projects
and performing PMT under the cross-project setting. The cross-project PMT exploits amachine learningmodel to predict
mutant execution results for totally unseen new projects.
However, Zhang et al.’s work andMao et al.’s work [19, 20] both have an assumption that may inflate their results.
We call this assumption uncovered mutants. A mutant is uncovered if the statement onwhich themutant is generated is
not executed by any test cases [21, 22]. As uncoveredmutants certainly will be survived, there is no point in learning
suchmutants. Uncoveredmutants could bear on the results of PMT.We discuss the details of PMT in Section 2.
Themain purpose of our research is to show that uncoveredmutants can inflate the results of PMT.Wealso propose
an approach to improve the results of PMT. To this end, we pose three research questions:
RQ1: Towhat extent the uncoveredmutants affect the results of PredictiveMutation Testing?
RQ1 tries to investigate the effects of uncoveredmutants on the previous research results. We hypothesize that this
assumption could drop the performance of themachine learningmodels significantly. Indeed, we show that in the 27%of
the test projects, the previous models performworse than random guesses. Then, we propose our approach to improve
PMT. The next research question assesses the quality of our proposed approach.
RQ2: Howwell the proposed approach does perform compared to state-of-the-art approaches?
RQ2 assesses our proposed approach in comparison to other PMTmethods. In this research question, we empirically
show that the proposed approach outperforms the previous approaches in terms of unbiasedmetrics for imbalanced
data such as Area Under the ROCCurve (AUC), Balanced Accuracy, andMatthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC).
RQ3: Which features are important in predicting the execution results of mutants?
In RQ3, we would like to capture the most important features in predicting mutant execution results. In particular,
we would seek any difference in the interpretation of PMT before and after considering uncovered mutants. If we
could show that the ranks of features in predicting suchmutants significantly change, it signifies that the prior research
interpretations aremisleading.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We investigate the impact of uncoveredmutants on the results of PredictiveMutation Testing. In particular, we
3show that the performance of previous research decreases significantly from 0.83 to 0.51 in terms of AUC.
• Wepropose an approach based on Random Forest and Gradient Boosting by considering the effect of uncovered
mutants and improve the results of Predictive Mutation Testing in terms of various unbiased metrics (towards
imbalanced data) such as AUC,MCC, and Balanced Accuracy.
• Weexamine themost important features in predicting the execution results ofmutants and find some contradiction
whenwe consider the impact of uncoveredmutants.
• Similar toMao et al.’s work and Zhang et al.’s work [19, 20], wemake all our source code publicly available for other
researchers to further investigate and improve the PredictiveMutation Testing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we elaborate upon the related work as well as provide
background information to understand PMT. Section 3 investigates the impact of uncoveredmutants on the results of
PMT. In Section 4, we detail our proposed approach to improve PMT by considering the effects of uncoveredmutants.
Section 5 focuses on the interpretation of the proposed approach and the difference between our interpretation and
previous research. In Section 6, we express the results of our research questions. Section 7 reviews threats to the
validity of this paper. We draw conclusions and present our future plans in Section 8.
2 | RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the necessary information to understand our paper and also review the related work.
Zhang et al. [19] introduced the notion of PredictiveMutation Testing (PMT). PMT is an approach based onmachine
learning techniques that predicts the execution results of mutants, namely killed or survived, without conducting
mutation testing. The idea is anticipating themutant execution results beforehand to reduce the overhead of mutation
testing. Zhang et al. [19] collected 163 real-world Java projects and demonstrated that the PMT obtained the Area
Under the ROC Curve (AUC) value of 0.80 on average. Based on their results, Random Forest outperformed other
machine learning models in predicting mutant execution results. They defined 16 different metrics for each project.
These metrics can be categorized as either static or dynamic features. The dynamic features such as numExecuted
and numTestCover are related to the run-time behavior of the program. The first one determines the number of times
each mutant is executed. The latter indicates how many test cases execute the mutant. The static features such as
infoComplexity and LOC are regarding the compile-time information of source code. Interested readers can refer to
the original paper to see the full list of feature names accompanied by definition [19].
Mao et al. [20] extended PMT by introducing 654 real-word Java projects and 95 features. Their data set and
features cover the Zhang et al.’s work [19]. Aswell as two preivious dynamic features, they presented two other dynamic
ones, namely numAssertInTM and numAssertInTC. The first one refers to the number of assertions in test methods that
exercise themutant. The latter indicates the number of assertions in test classes that exercise themutant. They also
gathered two categorical features, namely MutatorClass and returnType. MutatorClass shows the type of mutation
operator. returnType refers to the return type of themethod in which themutant is located. Interested readers could
study the original paper to see the full name of features as well as the definition of each one [20]. Mao et al. trained
various machine learning models to assess the PMT under the cross-project settings. They also considered other
models such as deep learning approaches. Similar to Zhang et al.’s work [19], Random Forest also outperformed the
state-of-the-art techniques in extended version of PMT. They achieved the AUC value of 0.89.
However, there is an assumption in both of the Zhang et al.’s andMao et al.’s work [19, 20], whichmay affect their
results. Everymutant that is not executedwill be certainly survived; thus, there is no point in learning suchmutants.
4Previous research did not consider the effect of thosemutants, nonetheless, it might reduce the effectiveness of PMT
and inflate their results. Our motivation in this paper is to explored the influence of uncoveredmutants and further
improve the results of PMT by considering non-executedmutants.
Chekam et al. [18] proposed an approach to select mutants that are fault revealing. A mutant is said to be fault
revealing if the mutant is not equivalent to the original program and unveils a program fault. They defined 28 static
features of the program and introduced amachine learning approach (i.e., RandomForest) to predict suchmutants. They
evaluated their approach on Codeflaws and CoREBench [23, 24], which are the programswritten in the C programming
language. They also, for the first time, proposed a concept of mutant prioritization. Amutant with a higher probability
of revealing faults has a higher priority for being executed in themutation prioritization.
3 | RQ1: THE IMPACT OF UNCOVERED MUTANTS
In this section, we examined the effectiveness of previous research with respect to PMT by considering the impact
of uncoveredmutants. Every non-executedmutant is certainly survived. Consequently, there is no point in learning
suchmutants. Table 1 shows the number of covered and uncoveredmutants. On the basis of this table, 62%of the total
mutants are not executed, which is significantly more than half of all themutants available in the data set. The quantity
of non-executedmutants may inflate the results of previous research.
TABLE 1 The number of covered and uncoveredmutants in the data set
Is Executed? TheNumber ofMutants
3 1137336
7 1894940
Zhang et al. are the first ones who introduce the concept of PMT [19]. They showed that Random Forest gained
the best results in predicting the execution results of mutants. Mao et al. extended Zhan et al.’s work by increasing the
number of projects and features [20]. Similarly, Random Forest outperformed othermachine learningmodels in the
extended data set. Mao et al.’s work [20] improved the previous research and subsumed the data set and independent
features. To investigate the impact of uncovered mutants, we replicated the same procedure described by Mao’s
work [20]. We used the same data set and the same machine learning model (i.e., Random Forest) to explore the
effectiveness of PMT. Specifically, we randomly chose 66 projects out of 654 projects as the test data and investigated
the performance of PMT in predicting coveredmutants to unveil any inflation that uncoveredmutants might produce.
4 | RQ2: PROPOSED APPROACH
Here, we elaborate upon the proposed approach. Figure 1 illustrates our high-level proposed approach.
First, we gathered data (Step 1). We used the same data introduced by Mao et al. [20]. As suggested by other
researchers and practitioners [25, 26, 27], we split our data into three independent sets, namely train, validation, and
test. Specifically, 522 projects were used in the train part, 66 projects were located in the validation set, and 66 projects
were utilized for the final evaluation process. It is worthmentioning that any hyperparameter tuning was performed
based on the result of themachine learningmodel on the validation set. Indeed, the test set did not participate in the
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F IGURE 1 Our high-level proposed approach
hyperparameter tuning process due to avoid bias in the evaluation part. Then, because of the imbalanced nature of the
data set, we used Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Approach (ADASYN) to rebalance the data set (Step 2) [28]. By doing so,
we ensured that the number of killed and survivedmutants are equal in the train set.
Afterward, we devised a predictivemodel based on the combination of Random Forest and Gradient Boosting (Step
3). In particular, our Random Forest consisted of 100 Decision Trees. Also, we used the combination of 50 Gradient
Boosting to reduce variance. We averaged the prediction of Random Forest and Gradient Boosting as a final prediction
of themodel. Because the datamay have some noisy and redundant features, we preprocessed data to remove them
recursively (Step 4). Previous research shows that eliminating noisy and highly correlated features would improve the
results of the machine learning model. To this end, we employed the recursive feature elimination technique along
with rank correlation analysis to acquire the set of effective features in predicting the execution results of mutants. In
particular, we removed the least important feature that hasmore than 0.9 Spearman’s rank correlation with another
feature. Then, we tuned the hyperparameters of themodel on the validation set. We had carried out Step 3 and Step 4
recursively until all of the highly correlated and noisy features were eliminated. Ultimately, the final trainedmodel was
evaluated on the test set. In the following, we detail each step of the proposed approach.
4.1 | Step 1: Collect data
Zhang et al. [19] introduced 163 real-world Java projects in order to predict the execution results ofmutants. Afterward,
Mao et al. [20] extended Zhang et al.’s work and provided 654 real-world Java projects. In this paper, we used the same
654 Java projects presented byMao et al. [20]. We split the data into three sets, namely the train (80%), validation (10%),
and test (10%) set. In particular, we randomly chose 522 Java projects for the train set, 66 Java projects for the validation
set, and 66 Java projects for the test set. To avoid inflating results, we removed uncoveredmutants and considered only
thosemutants to be executed at least once. The validation set would be used to tunemodel hyperparameters. Note that
the test set was not used for tuning hyperparameters. After finding all the hyperparameters, we utilized the test set to
evaluate themachine learning model. Table 2 presents some statistical information with respect to the train, validation,
6and test set.
TABLE 2 Statistical information about the train, validation, and test set
Train Validation Test
#Mutants 1011364 67496 58476
# Killed 680474 50839 37843
# Survived 330890 16657 20633
4.2 | Step 2: PerformADASYN
One of the challenges in today’s machine learning problems is to tackle with imbalanced data sets [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
A data set is said to be imbalanced if one of the dependent variables dominates the sample space. Over the course of
years, researchers have proposed a plethora of approaches to solve the issue of imbalanced data such as randomly
oversampling with replacement, randomly under-sampling with replacement, and synthetic minority oversampling
technique [34]. Besides, rebalancing techniques have been shown that improve the performance of predictionmodels
in terms of AUC and recall [31].
In this paper, we used a famous approach named Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Approach (ADASYN) to handle
our imbalanced data [28]. ADASYN lies on the oversampling techniques. It oversamplesminority class synthetically
while considering the difficulty of thoseminor instances. The instances that belong to theminority class will bemore
generated if they are harder to learn. ADASYN has the advantage of changing the decision boundary between difficult
instances and easy ones. It is worth to note that we just rebalanced the train data and did not touch the validation and
test set. The validation and test set are aimed at representing unseen data.
4.3 | Set 3: Train theModel
Ourmachine learning model has two folds. The first fold is Random Forest. Random Forest is a bagging approach, which
tries to train different decision trees on data [35]. Each tree is trained on a different portion of the data. Random Forest
aggregates the results:
RF (X ) =
N∑
i=1
1
N
DTi (X ) (1)
In Equation (1), RF is determined based on the average of N different DTi scores — N is the number of Decision
Trees. One advantage of Random Forest is reducing the variance of a predictor (i.e., Decision Tree) [36].
The second fold is Gradient Boosting. Boosting is an approach based on the combination ofweak learners [37]. A
weak learner is an estimator that is slightly better than a random guess. For example, Decision Tree with the depth of
one, Decision Stump, is a weak learner. Boostingmakes a decision based on aggregating weak learners:
7GB (X ) =
T∑
i=1
αiWLi (X ) (2)
In Equation (2), GB is calculated based on the decision ofT weak learnersWL— αi is the weight attributed toWLi.
One limitation of Gradient Boosting is overfitting [38]. To avoid overfitting, we used bagging. In other words, we created
multiple Gradient Boostings and trained them on a different subset of the data. We averaged the results to reduce the
variance.
Finally, for each data point (eachmutant), we obtained two predictions. The first one is the estimation of Random
Forest. The second one is the prediction of bagging of different Gradient Boostings. Our final prediction for eachmutant
is the mean of those two values. If the prediction is greater than 0.5, we predict the mutant would be killed. If the
prediction is less than 0.5, we predict themutant would be survived.
4.4 | Step 4: Eliminate Features and Analyze Rank Correlation
Noisy features could decrease the performance of the model. We consider a feature as noisy if it has less than 1%
importancewith respect to other features in predicting dependent variables. To obtain the importance of each feature,
we used the permutation importance [39, 40]. The permutation importance is an iterative technique that in each iteration,
one of the independent variable values is shuffled — with respect to the original data — decorrelating it with the
dependent variable. If the performance of themodel is improved, it signifies that the feature is noisy, andwe remove
it. Otherwise, we record the amount of reduction. These numbers show the importance of the features. It is worth
mentioning that we assessed the performance of the model based on AUC.We removed the feature with less than
1% importance with respect to other independent variables. Note that we used the Recursive Feature Elimination
approach [41]. We had removed the noisy feature and carried out the permutation importance process recursively until
all of the features had importancemore than 1%with respect to other features.
Redundant features could also reduce the performance of themodel. Ourmachine learningmodel is a tree-based
approach. In the tree-basedmodel, the absolute values of one feature are not important, but the relative values are
crucial. We exploited Spearman’s Rho rank correlation [42]. Spearman’s Rho is a non-parametric rank correlationmetric,
whichmeasures the rank correlation between two variables. We consider a feature F1 as redundant if there is another
feature F2 in the data having the rank correlation of more than 0.9with F1. In this case, we removed the feature with
less permutation importance. After removing noisy and redundant features, we obtained 30 features. Figure 2 presents
the remaining 30 features along with Spearman’s Rho rank correlations.
| Implementation Details
We used the Pandas library for reading and writing data [43]. Our implementation of the machine learning model
is based on Scikit-Learn, a powerful Python machine learning framework [44]. There are two category features
in the independent variables, namely MutatorClass and returnType. MutatorClass represents the mutation op-
erator. returnType shows the type of the return value of the method. Since our proposed approach is tree-based,
it cannot handle categorical features. We transformed those two categorical features into numerical features by
exploiting Frequency Encoding. Frequency Encoding is an approach that counts the number of values for each cat-
egory. Then, it maps each category to its frequency. We set the number of estimators of Random Forest to 100
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F IGURE 2 Remaining 30 features accompanied by the Spearman’s Rho rank correlation
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TABLE 3 The performance of PMT by considering uncoveredmutants
Average Median
All the data 0.814 0.833
Only coveredMutants 0.540 0.516
(n_estimators=100). Each estimator in each split considers 0.7 ∗ 30 = 21 independent variables (max_features=0.7).
We employed HistGradientBoostingClassifier to implement the Gradient Boosting part. We fitted 50 different
Gradient Boostings and averaged their predictions to reduce the variance.
5 | RQ3: INTERPRETATION
Here, we interpret our predictionmodel bymeans of investigating themost important features. Besides, we compare
themost important features in the PMT approach [20] to our features we obtained in the proposed approach. To this
end, we exploited themethod called permutation importance to get themost influential features [40].
Mao et al. [20] extracted 12 features out of 95 independent variables that have themost effect on the ability of
PMT to predict the mutant execution results. Similarly, we extracted 12most important features out of 30 independent
variables before which were introduced in our proposed approach. Then, we compared our 12 features to those 12
features of PMT.Wewould seek any difference between these two sets of features that may impact the interpretation
of ours towards PredictiveMutation Testing.
6 | RESULTS
In this section, we present our results as well as our own interpretation regarding the three research questions.
6.1 | RQ1: The Impact of UncoveredMutants
For answering RQ1, we computed the Area Under the ROCCurve (AUC). The ROC curve illustrates the relationship
between the true positive rate and the false positive rate. AUC is a measure ranging in [0, 1], which is unbiased towards
an imbalanced data set. The AUC value of one signifies the perfect predictivemodel. The AUC value of 0.5 is similar to
random guesses. The AUC value of less than 0.5 is worse than random guesses.
Table 3 shows the performance of Random Forest (the best model in the original paper) in terms of AUC on both
the whole data set and only covered mutants. Based on the table, the AUC drops significantly on covered mutants;
that is, themedian AUC value decreases from 0.833 to 0.516, which is slightly better than random guesses. It is worth
mentioning that 18 out of 66 (i.e., about 27%) projects, themodel performsworse than random guesses. On average,
the performance of the original PMT drastically decreases from 0.814 to 0.540 in terms of AUC. It is worth noting that
only five projects have the AUC value of more than 0.6. We elaborate upon the performance of PMT as well as the
distribution of performance in the following research question results.
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6.2 | RQ2: Proposed Approach
Figure 3 depicts the performance distributions of our proposed approach and original PMT in terms of AUC. The
PMT(95)means all the 95 features were used in the training process. The PMT(12)means the top 12 important features
were exploited in the training process as suggested byMao et al. [20]. Our proposed approach achieved the AUC value
of 0.613 on average. Also, the median AUC value of our model is 0.609. It indicates about 13% and 20% improvement
regarding the average andmedian of PMT. Unlike PMT(95) and PMT(12), our proposed approach gains the AUC value
of more than 0.5 in all of the test projects meaning no project performs worse than random guesses. It is another
improvement compared to PMT.
To better understand the difference between our approach and PMT.We exploited the Scott-Knott Effect Size
Difference test [45, 46] with a confidence interval of 0.95. This test is a variation of the Scott-Knott test that considers
Cohen’s delta effect size [47] and solves the normality assumption of the Scott-Knott test [48]. The test ranks the
different groups with a statistical significance difference betweenmeans. In Figure 3, the results of the test are shown
in different colors. Our proposed approach achieves the first rank (darker one), yet, PMT(95) and PMT(12) both obtains
the second rank (lighter ones). There is no statistical significance difference between PMT(95) and PMT(12).
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8 PMT (95) PMT (12) Proposed Approach
F IGURE 3 The performance distributions in terms of AUC
We also calculated other unbiasedmetrics that performwell under the imbalanced data set settings to evaluate
our proposed approach. Themetrics for imbalanced data are important since other metrics such as precision, recall, and
F1 could bemisleading in that condition [49].
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) is one of those unbiasedmetrics [50]. Unlike F1, MCC takes true negative
(TN) into its account [51]. TheMCC is located in the range of [−1, 1]. TheMCC value of onemeans the perfect predictive
model, while theMCC value of zeromeans the random guesses. Note that the negativeMCC value signifies that the
model performsworse than random guesses.
Balanced Accuracy is a variation of accuracywhich solves the problem of traditional accuracy under the imbalanced
settings [52]. We used the adjusted version of Balanced Accuracy implemented by Sklearn. Similar toMCC, Balanced
Accuracy lies in the range of [−1, 1]. The same interpretation holds for this metric.
Table 4 shows the results of the aforementionedmetrics. We calculatedmeans of these metric values for both PMT
and proposed approach as well as each part of our solution to better understand the participation rate of different ideas.
Based on the results, the proposed approach outperforms PMT(95) and PMT(12) in all of the aforementionedmetrics.
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We improved the Balanced Accuracy value by 88%,MCC value by 73% and AUC value by 13%. Random Forest with the
30 features, RF(30), obtained in Step 4 of our proposed approach, even outperforms both PMT(95) and PMT(12). When
we use ADASYN to balance our data set, the results improve. Based on this table, the combination of ADASYN and
50Gradient Boostings outperforms the combination of ADASYN and Random Forest. Finally, our proposed approach
which exploits ADASYN, Random Forest, and 50Gradient Boostings, gain the best performance in terms of Balanced
Accuracy, MCC, and AUC. These results show that the combination of Bagging and Boosting can improve the results (in
the PredictionMutation Testing settings) significantly.
TABLE 4 The performance of proposed approach compared to PMT and each part of our solution
Balanced Accuracy MCC AUC
PMT(95) 0.122 0.138 0.540
PMT(12) 0.113 0.126 0.539
RF(30) 0.131 0.161 0.571
ADASYN + RF(30) 0.169 0.170 0.580
ADASYN +GBs(30) 0.205 0.209 0.605
Proposed Approach 0.230 0.239 0.613
6.3 | RQ3: Interpretation
Table 5 presents the feature importances of PMT(12) and our proposed approach. The results specify that 7 out of top
12 important features are common to the two approaches, namely numAssertInTC (the number of assertions in the test
classes that execute themutant), numExecuted (the number of execution), numTestCover (the number of tests covering
themutant), numAssertInTM (the numberof assertions in the testmethods that execute themutant), MutatorClass (the
mutator operator), ppavcc (the package-level average Cyclomatic Complexity [53]), and ppmaintainabilityIndexNC
(the package level maintainability index).
However, there are some differences between these two sets. First, numTestCover drops in ranking from the
3rd to the 12th (the last one in our proposed approach). Second, there are only four features having the feature
importance rate of more than 5% in PMT. All of the 12 important features in the proposed approach have the feature
importance rate of more than 5%, which is statistically non-negligible. Third, although the dynamic features are the
most important ones in PMT (top four), static features in predictingmutant execution results play a crucial role in the
proposed approach. For instance, mmhalsteadDifficulty, which is themethod-level Halstead difficulty metric [54], is
the secondmost important feature in the proposed approach. Fourth, all the static features apart from MutatorClass,
in PMT, are package-level metrics, however, the static features in the proposed approach comes from a different level
of granularity such as method, class, and package level. Finally, some of the static features are quite simple in PMT
such as package lines of code (ploc), the number of package statements (ppnumberOfStatements), and the number
of classes in the package (ppnumberOfClasses). However, the static features in the proposed approach are quite
complex ones, which measure the relationship between elements of the code, for example, mmhalsteadDifficulty
and cchalsteadCumulativeBugs.
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TABLE 5 The top 12 important features in PMT and the proposed approach (PA)
.
Feature Names (PMT) Importance (PMT) Feature Names (PA) Importance (PA)
numAssertInTC 0.233 numExecuted 0.165
numExecuted 0.222 mmhalsteadDifficulty 0.118
numTestCover 0.191 MutatorClass 0.091
numAssertInTM 0.143 ppavcc 0.084
MutatorClass 0.047 cchalsteadCumulativeBugs 0.082
ppavcc 0.030 numAssertInTC 0.077
ppmaintainabilityIndexNC 0.027 numAssertInTM 0.076
ppmaintainabilityIndex 0.021 ppnumberOfMethods 0.065
ppnumberOfClasses 0.021 ppmaintainabilityIndexNC 0.060
pptcc 0.020 ccmaintainabilityIndex 0.059
ppnumberOfStatements 0.020 ccmaintainabilityIndexNC 0.058
pploc 0.019 numTestCover 0.055
7 | THREATS TO VALIDITY
Here, we review the threats to the validity of our proposed approach. We categorize the threats into three categories,
namely internal, external, and dependability [55].
7.1 | Internal Validity
Our results are based on the data set introduced by Mao et al. [20]. Therefore the values of independent variables
computed by other researchers could affect our results.
We assessed our approach based on metrics such as AUC, MCC, and Balanced Accuracy. However, there are a
plethora of metrics for evaluating amachine learningmodel. Wemitigated this threat by choosingmetrics that have
unbiased towards an imbalanced data set [51, 52].
We exploited the Scott-Knott ESD test to compare our proposed approach to PMT(12) and PMT(95). The out-
come of the test could have an impact on our results, yet, the Scott-Knott ESD test has been used in lots of software
literature [56, 57, 58, 59, 60].
7.2 | External Validity
As for external validity, the data set we used is specifically gathered for Java projects. Therefore, it is not applicable to
other programming languages.
In the evaluation part, we compared our results to the best PMTmodel, i.e., Random Forest. However, we also
implemented othermachine learningmodels in the previous papers [19, 20]. To reduce this threat, we implemented
other machine learning models such as Logistic Regression and Deep Neural Networks. To save space, we avoid
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reporting their results in this paper, yet, they are available at our online appendix [61]. Note that, we also compared our
proposed approach to the best machine learningmodel implemented in the previous research.
We also neglected equivalent mutants in the predicting process. Suchmutants certainly would be survived since
they are equivalent to the original program. However, finding equivalent mutants proved to be an undecidable prob-
lem [62, 63].
7.3 | Dependability
Reproducibility is a key factor in assessing a paper [64]. Similar toMao et al. and Zhang et al. [19, 20], wemake our all
source code publicly available for other researchers and practitioners to reproduce the results and further investigate
the PredictiveMutation Testing [61]. PredictiveMutation Testing is a new area, and there are lots of opportunities for
other researchers to expand this dimension.
8 | CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the impact of uncovered mutants on the results of previous research regarding the
PredictiveMutation Testing. Specifically, we found that suchmutants can reduce drastically the performance of state-
of-the-art techniques in terms of AUC. Then, we proposed an approach based on the combination of Random Forest and
Gradient Boosting to handle that issue. Our results show that the proposed approach outperforms other techniques
in terms of AUC, MCC, and Balanced Accuracy. Finally, we examined the most important features and found some
contradiction when the impact of uncoveredmutants was considered. For instance, mmhalsteadDifficulty, a method-
level Halstead difficulty metric, is the secondmost important feature in predicting the execution results of mutants in
our proposed approach. However, this metric does not even appear on themost important features in other techniques.
For future work, we are going to extend the data set to further improve the results and see the difference in the
interpretation of our proposed approach. We also have a plan to add other metrics related to Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) to enrich the data set and study an impact of suchmetrics on PMT. Prior research demonstrated that observability
metrics correlate with themutation score [65]. We are going to implement thosemetrics and examine the relationship
between them and PMT.
A | APPENDIX: LIST OF FEATURES
Here, we define the list of 30 features (borrowed from the Jhawk tool) used in the paper. The pp, cc, and mm prefixes
refer to package level, class level, andmethod level metrics. Table 6 shows the 30 features as well as the definition of
each one.
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TABLE 6 The list of features accompanied by definition [66]
Name Definition
numExecuted The number of times eachmutant is executed
MutatorClass The type of themutator operator
numAssertInTC The number of assertions in the test classes that execute themutant
numTestCover The number of distinct test cases that cover themutant
ppavcc Package level cyclomatic complexity
cchalsteadCumulativeBugs Class level cumulative Halstead bugs
ppRVF The total number of variables referred in the package
ppnumberOfMethods The number of methods each package has
ppnumberOfClasses The number of classes each package has
ppmaintainabilityIndexNC The package level maintainability index without considering comments
ppfanout The package level fan out
ccmaintainabilityIndex The class level maintainability index
mmhalsteadDifficulty Themethod level Halstead difficulty
ppabstractness The package level abstractness
ppmaintainabilityIndex The package level maintainability index
ccexternalMethodCalls The total number of method invocation in the class
mminstanceVariablesReferenced The number of fields referred in themethod
ccimportedPackages The number of packages imported in the class
ppdistance The package level distancemetric
returnType The type of the return value of themethod
ccfanIn The class level fan in
ppfanin The package level fan in
pploc The package level lines of code
ccmaintainabilityIndexNC The class level maintainability index without considering comments
mmexternalMethodsCalled The number of method invocation in themethod
ppinstability The package level instability
ppmaxcc Maximum cyclomatic complexity value in the package
mmvariablesReferenced The number of variables referred in themethod
ccunweightedClassSize The sum of the number of methods and fields
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